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0
N
Mi
Vocabulary domains

For each vocabulary domain, please state its name (because for instance, a CWE domain my change after ballot, and users need to know the latest values).
This issue is noted, yet deferred until it is clear how such reference should be made (i.e., by OID or by domain name?)
0
N
Mi
Vocabulary domains

Please indicate CNE vs. CWE for each domain.
Noted and will be resolved with above before publication.
0
A
S
Use of CS type

In some cases it seems that CS is overly restrictive. Please consider all uses of CS carefully. (A couple specific cases below.)
CS is generally used when the simplification can be done without harm. For all CNE domains, the data type specification uses CS because (1) the code system is always fixed and (2) local codes are not permitted.
1.?
N
Mi
Figure 1

Figure needs to be consistent with textual declarations. (It looks like the figure needs to be updated) (A couple specific cases below.)
thanks, revised
3
N
Mi
Figure 2
Change Figure 2 to show, for instance, that nullFlavor is of type CS as shown in the textual declaration.
Figure needs to be consistent with textual declarations. (It looks like the figure needs to be updated)
thanks, revised
4
N
Mi
Figure 3

Figure needs to be consistent with textual declarations. (It looks like the figure needs to be updated)
revised, thanks
5.1.1.10
A
Q
producer : II

There's no definition here. Did you mean to delete this?
yes, deleted
5.1.3.1
A
Q
paragraph beginning with "CS can only be used for a coded attribute...", and following sentence beginning with "Such coded attributes that are designated..."
Delete this paragraph.
Appears that this paragraph was re-written above, and can therefore now be deleted. 
yes, deleted
5.1.3.2
N
Mi
Coded Value
Coded Value should be a protected type.
Don't understand why CV isn't a protected type. Why ever declare CV at the RIM level? It's easy to just ignore translations, so why preclude them? This will simplify application of data types to RIM attributes.
because we were advised to provide a CV. Your comment seems reasonable. However, there is a general anti-featuristic tendency in parts of our voting membership. Suggest leaving CV for now and once we see no actual use, we can discuss its deletion.
5.3.1.2
A
S
scheme : CS
scheme : CV
If "there are a number of URL schemes defined outside RFC documents", how can you make this a CS type?
This is a very good question. This same issue comes up with ED.type. The rationale is as follows: the code system is CNE for W3C URL shemes and IANA MIME media types. However, these code systems – which HL7 does not control – have internal ways to extend the domain (e.g. using x-… prefixes on MIME media types.) So, the code system indeed never changes and we always expect to have a valid code, so the values are CNE, and there is never a need to send an alternative code system or a code extended the HL7 way. Very practically, the URL scheme as used in a standard URL notation, has no room to mention any of the additional properties that come with the CV. So, we must in fact cut it to CS to assure interoperability with the URL standard.
5.3.2.2
A
S
use: SET<CS>
use : SET <CV>
Suggest changing CS to CV.
This suggestion is reasonable, however, if we would heed, we had another point where one could potentially undermine interoperability with local codes. This is a CNE domain, and therefore, CS is a sufficient form of the code data type. Even more, the use code can be seen as a “structural code,” in which case our rules require us to use CS. 
5.4.2.2
A
S
use: SET<CS>
use : SET<CV>
Suggest changing CS to CV.
see response to 5.3.2.2
5.6.1.1
A
S
type : CS
type: CV
Suggest changing CS to CV.
see response to 5.3.2.2
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